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ABSTRACT
A study was undertaken ir. Washington state to

investigate' voting behavior on the Equal-Rights Amend Et (ERA)i
which vas approved by Washington state voters in.1S72. _peclfically
research objectives were to determine who was for or against the ERA,
to assdss the nature of objections to the BRA, and to consider
implications'of the ERA for family relationships. A random sample_ of
over B00 Washington state residents was interviewed by telephone in
December1972. Information was obtained on respondents', age, sex,
marital status, occupation, education, family size; political and
religious affiliation, and vote (or attitude) regarding the ERA.
Findings indicated that men were more favorable toward 'the ERAS than
women; single and divorced respondents were more favorable than were
married respondents; young were more favorable than old; white collar
workers were more favorable than blue collar workers; and indivlduals
ifith.more-education were more favorable than those with less
education. Favorable decisions regarding the ERA appeared to be
influenced by psychological variables (attitudes, values,
self-concept) and by situational factors such as responsitil ties of
women and men in the home and outside employment. Addi-tional research
is suggested on the unequal.division of labor in the howe as an
obstacle to sex equality and as a major reason for moments opposition
to the ERA. (DB)
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The Equal Rights Amendment and Family Patterns:
Some'Obstacles To;Ins itutional Change

Advocates of equality between the sexes have long maintained that

changes will have to be made in the political, economic,,a0 family in-'

stitutions before women can share equally with men the responsibilities

and privileges in society. The problem has been to shOw how practices,

polio es, and attitudes of people within these in- itutions.interact to

impede or facilitate change in the relationship between the sexes. The

women's movement has reached a stage where key aspects of its reform

program have betome matters of voter concern. At this stage of develop-

ment it becomes easier to determine which segments of the popul4tion are

in favor of change in the relatiOnship between the sexes, and what the

obstacles tksUch-change might be.

The most concrete recent expression of the movement toward sex equality

is the Equal Rights Amendment '(ERA). It has been approved by Washington

State voters (1972) and is stilt being considered by-a number of other

states. This referendum would amend the Constitution to forbid any legis-
.

lation on the basis of sex, which means that men and women would be treated

equally before the law. To be sure, there is some doubt whether the E

would bring about water equality between the sexes. But the measure

teas taken on considerable symbolic importance for the women's movement

and .has generated strong reaction, both pro and con. ,Voting behavior on

this issue, therefore, provides an opportunity to determine who is for Or

against the ERA, to assess the nature of thNobjections; to the ERA, and.

to consider the implication of the family relationships for the ERA.

2
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am le and Procedures

A systematic sample of 1,Q66 tele Ohone numbers was drawn. Utilizing

directories for every community in the state of Washington,, the telephone ,

numbers were sampled-in proOortion to the population of the-area covered

by each directory. Telephone interviews Are conducted during eVening.

-hours of-the-week of December 10, 1972. Iht.person who answered thetele-
,

phone was interviewed provided she (he)was 18 years of.age or older.
1

.

A contact was made at 920 of the 1,066 households .sampled. Of those

contacted, interviews were completed with 773, or 84 perCent, Those' who

refused to be interviewed 147) and those not reached even after three or

more call-backs (146)-were mailed a copy of -the questionnaire. These

questionnaires were retumad by 15 of the Afusals and-48-of the no contacts
Ae 6

r

kraising the completion rate for those contacted by phone to 86 percent

The analysis is based on 836 completed interviews and questionnaires. This

represents 78 perc 'of the number tak n from telephone books and 91 percent

of those known to have been contacted. Inasmuch as females are somewhat more

likely to be hom or answer the phone, they outnumbered male respondents, 58

to 42 percent.

Information was obtained on the respondents, age, sex, marital status,

occupation, education, family size, political and religious affiliation,

as well as on their vote r attitude) regarding the ERA. Several other

issues related to sex roles were also addressed in the survey: respondents

attitudes toward abortion-reform, public support of child (day care) centers,

and employment of wives/mothers outside the home. Findings on some of these

issues, although not the main focus of this analysi, will he used to

supplement the results of the ERA analysis,



The question presentee

Findings

the respondent.on the ERA was phrased as

ltwt It .was proposed the November, 1972, general election) that

a new article be added-to the state constitution whiCh provides thatAuality

of rights and responsibilities shall not be denied or abridged on account

-Vsex: Did yoU vote for or against this proposal?' If the respondent

didn't vote, we ,asked whether they were generally favorable or unfavorable

toward the amendment.'
A V_

\ Table 1 shows the distribution of the ERA vote across various demo-
,

graphic and:socd Characteristics of resPondents. 2
There are few surprises

in the results:. +1Rje (i,e., never-married, divorced; and widowed) res-

pondents are more favorable toward the ERA than-are married respondents;
0

young are more favorable than old; those in 'white collar" occupations more

so than "blue collar" workers; those with college education more favorable

than those with less'; and Democrat more in favor than Republicans or Inde-

pendents. What these - findings show is that respondents who would be ex-

pected to'be more liberal, politically and philosophically, were found to be

more likely to support the ERA.

We also found that more men are in favor of the ERA (66%) than are wo-

men (54%). This is consistent with the findings of several other recent

studies: Chandler (1972), based on a national telephone, survey, reported

that 66% of men and 47% 0' women supported the ERA:-Huber, Rexroat, and Spitze

(1977) found a 58% to 43% difference between men and women, in their survey

Illinois residents; and a recent Gallup Poll reported that 63% of men

and 54% of women favored the ERA (Gallup Poll Index, 1975).

Table about he



It is surprising,- however, how little of the variance in the ERA'vote

is explained by these demographic variables. Our regression analysis (Table 2)

shows that theSe antecedent variables account for only 9 percent of the men's

vote onthe ERA and 13 percent of-the women's vote. This- suggests that per-

haps the important antecedent variables to issues dealing with sex roles are

psythological;.such-as, attitudes, values, and Self7conceptions, .Huber, et

.

al. (1977) came essentially to the same conclusion tn their analysis of

attitudes toward the ERA: "[Our finding indicate that] respondents' views

of the ERA are deterMined more by their hopes and fears about thetonsequesnces

than by their sociodemograbhic attributes" (p. 13

Table 2 about here

This suspicion gains support in our analys s of the answers to several

follow-up questions. We. asked- respondents to state their main reasons for

voting for of gainst the ERA. The responses were content analyzed and coded

into a number of categories. Those voting in favor of the ERA almost uni:

formly gave as a reason their belief in "equal pay for equal work," or "all

people should be equal." But the reasons given for voting against the ERA

were more diverse (Tabl.e 3). Women's-responses are especially relevant 'here-

since more of them voted against the ERA than did men, and over twice as many

women than men gave r-- easons for being,agairfst the ERA.

Irvexamining the objection's to the ERA,-we were struck by two main

themes reflected in the nine respons categories. One theme deals with the

perceived "naturalness," or desireahility of sex differences, and is evident ,

in such comments as "women's place is irk the home," "male/female differences

should be m intained," and "woli_n should 't take Jobs away from 1 n."

This theme,reflected in respnnsu

\of the negative responses

ies 1-6, accounts for 56 percent



of women The second theme deals with the utility or efficacy of the

VA in bringing about changes that would benefit women. Two categories

of objection reflect\this Adea and account for 35 percent of the negative

responses: :'The ERA would make things harder for women, and ''The ERA

s too vague; its meaning and imp)i-cations for women are not clear. ""

Table 3 about here

These comments suggest two explanations for women's opposition

to the ERA. One deals with sex -role socialization, the other with

the perceived relative. costs /rewards of the ERA for women. Conceptions

of what constitutes "natural" or desirable behavior for males and

females are part of the sex role stereotyping which is internalized

early in the process of socialization as boys and,girls develop gende'r

identities. Even though sex-role stereotypes and gender identities may

be as strongly held by males as females (they may even be more:strongly

held, since there are stronger sanctions against boys expressing "feminine

characteristics than there a4ce against girls behaving like boys, cf. accoby

'4 and Jacklin, 1974), there are several reasons why sex -role socialization

may be more,of an ob'stacle to sex equality for wor66 than men. There is

more pressure toward obedience, responsibility, and nurturance in the

socialization of girls, and more emphasis on the developme of achievement

and independence in boys. As a result, girls and women are more dependent,

suggestible, noncompetitive, and responsible (cf. Maccoby and Jacklin, 1974;

Janis and Field, 1959; and Walker and Heyns, 1962). The arelrerrlity

characteristics which are more compatible with the maintenance of the status

quo than wit iving for change, even if change is perceived to be to one's-



advantage. On the other'hand, creativity and intelligence in women has

been consistently found to be associated with socialization which emphasized

"masculine" behavior, such as being a "tomboy"(Baumri6d, 1972; HelSon, 1965)..

As a result, the'Equal Rights Amendment may be perceiVed as more of a threat

by women'to their se f-conceptions than by men.

But there is other reason why women might consider the ERA

more of a threat han men. The ERA is more consequential for women's

roles than for men's. If the ERA becomes law, it -is not likely to

drastically alter the behavior patterns and occupational orientations

of men. To be sure, the moveme toward sex equality might-put greater

pressure on men to participate more in running the household and raising

children, and perhaps there will be grea Ar competition with women for

occupational positions. But, equality has more drastic impliCations

for women. Those who consider their main roles (and purpose in life)

as mothers and housewives would be threatened with occupational obsolescence,

end pressured to consider other careers. A number of social observers

and advocates for sex equality are pointing out that motherhood and house-

(eeping roles are rapidly becoming obsolete. On the one hand, the threat

of overpopulation is shifting the emphasis to smaller families_

.modern birth con rol technology And more liberal abortion laws is making

easier to achieve). On the other hand, science (and smaller families), has

--reduced odsekeeping chores over the years. What this means then, as

Bernard suggests (1970), is that a re-evaluation of women's roles is not

only desirable, but it is n CesSary and inevitable.

But, typically, occupational groups fight for survival when threatened

with obsolescence. Binstock recognizes this as a source of resistance to

,sex equality when she states:

1



"We thus face the need to demand that the ancient

and honorable occupation of motherhood fall into

disrepute, and that women commit themselves to

other occupatiohs. Women must 'liberated' to

enjoy the fruits of other occupations, whether they

wan be or not (1972:p. 100, emphasis added).

6

.The more negative vote of women on the ERA, then men, Suggests that a

substantial number of them ray be threatened. by the amendment, especially

)

those. who are unemployed,Jflore poorly educated, and'have children., We

'also found a smaller proportion of women voting or the liberalization

f abortion laws (50 percent) than men (65 perpent)--another measure

which has been strongly-advocated by feminist groups (i.e., "giving women

the right to control their bodies"), a d one which could be interpreted

hreatening the maternal role.3

The Cost of- Full and-Partial Equality

In cold exchange terms, tl)e cost of sex quality may be perceived

as higher than the promised rewards. number of privileges and dis-

advantages which women have-had vis-a-vis men wild have to be relinquished.

Baumrind (1972), who has argued eloquently for jex equality, points to

some of its costly aspects for women:

"In order to achieve, equality with men, women will

have to relinquish those privileges which they are

now offered and accept in compensation for their

dependent status. Women are 4xempt from the draft.

They leave it o men to take-the initiative in
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Mterosexual arrangements...They accept alimony.

In work situations they benefit from the difficu

men have in behaving in competitive rather than

y

courtly fashfon...and are granted favors on the

basis of their sex rather than their merits' (p.193).

Anothef' advantage that women have is that many of them (at least

married women) have aehoice whether to be employed or not. Therefore,

a complete commitment to a job ter a career is not required: Even those

who choose a job or career know that it is a choice which they can abandon.

v: This is not to deny that many women are in the labor force because* they

have no choice in supporting themselvesnd their families. We simply

mean to say that women in our society typically have Tore choice in the
0

matter of employment than do men.
V

Full equality may be costly for women, but there are obvious rewords

which make the pursuit worthwhile. Partial equality is. even more costly

It may b-_the perception of the ER4 as contributing to partial equality,

by increasing the pressure on women to seek paid employment, yet leaving

the domestic situation relatively unchanged and inhibitory to her pursuit

of a,career, that is reflected in comments 8 and 9 in Table 3.

If worm's primary responsibilities have been for housekeeping and

child care, then the family_ inst tution is not organized in a manner to

facilitate women's participation in paid employment on a basis comparable

with men. One illustration of this comes from the Soviet Union where

women have'been socialized to work and even strongly pressured to do so,
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1

18 percent physically able women aged.16-54 excluding students) refrain

outside the labor farce (Field, 1968, pp. 14-45). Only 'about one-third

of the professional, admiList VomernmentalJand labor union positions

are held by women and the proOrtion at the higher administrative levels is

._
much less than that. Although considerable progress has been made there

toward day care services, the wife still carries a heavy, time-Consuming

set of household tasks with little help from her husband. Field (1968'p. 45)

reports that the typical U.S.S.R. woman devoted an average of 5 hours

minutes daily to housework and self-care compared to 2 hours and 43 min

by men. The average woman had 1 hour at14 43 minutes free time compared to

Thours; 9 minutes for men. Employed women devotedimore than twice as much

time to housework and self-care as did.men and, had less than half the amount

of free time available to men. 17

In the United States, a recent Women's Bureau analysis (1971, p. 14)

disclosed. that wives, employed more than 30 hours weekly averaged 5 hours

of housework daily compared to 1.6 hours daily at household tasks by husbands.

The average work week for men and women was about the same (employment and

household tasks combined) 63 for women, 64 for men. However, nonemployed

women averaged an eight ho day, men during the work week'averaged 9.6-

hours while the fully emplhed wife worked a 13 hour day.

The picture which emerges is that the average man, after working

eight hours or more daily is willing to add to his responsibilities only

a small proportion of the household and child care duties that must be
----

performed. In the U.S. it averages 1.6 hours. Although the data are not

precisely comparabli,'the husband in the metropolitan centers in the U.S.

averaged about the same amount of, time at household tasks as the American

husbands. Therefore, the wife, if she chose full-time employment, added
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0
an average of five hours of -home- centered work onto her- eight lidur day.

In this institutional-milieu it is not surprising that over half of American

wives are not employed,-and of those who are, some one-third are-employed

part-time. For those who take'employ ent, =many find 4he combination

work responsibilities too costly. 1970, 6.5 million women who had,

been employed, left employment. Th s was about 21 percent of those in

the labor orce that year. Half of these ci ed.home and school responsi-

bilities as the reasons (Women's Buream, 1971, p. 21).

This perspective on family division-of labor is L4fu1, likewise,

in explaining why the major-influx of women has been into relatively low

level positions. Epstein has shown that during the p iod 1940 to'1964,

the propOrtion of grade school principaisAips held by women declined
pAr

sharply from 55 percent in 1928 to 38 percept in 1968. "Women held only

38-percent of all professional and technical positions in October, 1966;

compared with 45 percent in 1940" (Epstein, 1974 O. 10). During

this period in whfeti- he proportion of married Women empldyed Increased

dramatically from 15 percent in 1940 to 41 pertent in 1970, the largest,

increases came in the "clerical and kindred workers" occupational category,

rather than in'the professional and nanage.managerial positions. Although part. of

the reasonfor this lack ofjncrease in the more demanding Occupations may),

be due to sexual discrimination in hiring practicessome of it may be the

result of women being handicapped by domestic obligations. Women who

devoted an average of five hours daily to household tasks were perhaps

not ewer or in a good position to take a p_ofesSional or a managerial

position which would require evening and/or weekend commitments.
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Conclusin,
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The:Equal R.ghts Amen iient ha6 brcAlght into sharper focus'a number

of the prd-blems'faciA sex equalityrin America. '-Our aurvey of ashington

State residents, indicates' that the mrfre poorly etruckted, unemployed,
4 = . .

ed- jtarried ioreniwho.are.moat opObs o e This supports earlier'.

claims that a major obstacle to bringing.about changes in the status of
a

wc;merf,-will he the tP-Phsittn of'Women (Bernard; 1973; Bristock,,, 1972).

.It should be remembered, howeverc that the ERA was approved in Washington

=State, and that a majority of women who voted were in favor of it.

But, si.,Oce 1972 the opposition to the EE1A- has become more organized

and, not surprisingly,it is coming priMarily-frOm-womenanddot men.

The two explanations we have offered for women's opposition to the
.

ERA--sex role s Jalization and an assessment of the ERA's cost/tieward

ratio-for.werilfm, l d us to a -consideration of the jriStithtional supports

for the maintenance of traditional sex roles,,especially-as these are

foundin the cdritemporary institut on of the family. We conclude that

changes will have to occur,in the family to enable changes in the economic

and political institutions toward SeX equality. In this regard, the

considerable Wention which has been directed toward sex role,socialization-

has already produced noticeable changes toward a single standard in that

area (such as the increasing use of "non-sexist" literathre in publii

\schools). Our focus has been mainly on the division of labor in the

home -as an obstable to sex equality and a reason for women's oppgsition

, to the ERA: Without changes family respons hilities and domestic

obligations women may perceive more loss Lhan gofn in such legal br6visions

,as the ERA, since. they may increase expectations for/employment outside

the home without alleviating the women's lot at home.



It is clear that attitudes toward sex roles, family roles, and work
.

-.5-
.

i

es are changing toward a more egTilitarian model_ see for example,_changing

.

Maso, et 41, 1976 , for charres in U.S. Women's sex-role attitudes from
. _ i

) '''

1

.

1-964-074). It .i,i- also becominq clear-that family and labor force roles

,

are,interdepondon0%,(and tnzt, equality in the occupational sphere is
,

, .. ,

;
, ,

moving faster than it is in the fAmtly sphere, Nprbave 'spo-culataA in
A

, :,

, ,

this paper that it i! this discrepancy which is creat' someiiiniq66

,

"-:---,: f-.__ .

.

-stresses -'and strain/hg for woken in )2-0-1-iltemparary Ame. tcan society
- .

. , .

a contyihuting to their objectioneregarding the Cqual Pightfs Amendment.-
,

V
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Footnotes

The use of telephone directories as a sample source has certain

limitations. In .1970, 91 percent of Washington households had

telephones (U.S. BUreau of Census, 1972). Those households with-

out phon4s are most likely to be of lower socio-economic status.

An unknOwn percent of householdsohave,:unlisted numbers. These

households are most likely to be of middle and upper income' status

(Leuthhold andScheele, 1971).

The tnalysi presented here is on1 with regard to the reported

vote on the ERA, Our examination of e attitudes toward the

ERA of those who didrit vote revealed that the pattern was the

same as _ for th- e who voted, but in each comparison it was some-

what More strongly in

-f social desirability.

November, 1970, the state of Washington by vote the public

adopted one of the most liberal abortion laws in the United States.

In the present collection of data (Novemb r 1972) Tespondents

were asked the following questions: "I would like to ask you abbut

a proposal to legalize abdrtions in Washington State placed on the

ballot by the legislature as a referendum in the 1970 general

election. Did you vote for/against this proposa For those who

didn't vote in that election, didn't vote on the eferendum or

couldn't remember how they voted, the additional glest _n was asked:

"Although you (did- not vote/are not sure about having voted), I would

-r of the ERA. This may be the effect

still like tb- ask how you feel about the legalization of abortions

in Washington. Do you feel generally favorable or unfavorable ?"
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The re results presonted.here are for thr combined vote and attitude

tow d the-\1ibeAdization of abort on.

I
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TABLE 1 Vote on ERA by Selected Characteristics of Resp0nJents

Marital S,tatus:

Age:

Married
Single, Widowed
or DiVorc

Under

45-59
60+

WQman's (Wife's)
Employment Status:

ENployed
NA Employed

Woman't- Wife's)
OccupatiOn:

.

Blue Collar-_
Lower White C311ar
Professonal

Man's Husband's)
Occupation:

_Blue Collar
Lower Uhite Collar
Professon41

Education:

High School or less
College

Political PrPfrence

Democrat
Independent or
Other
Republican

Total (Voting)
Total (Sample)

MEN'S VOTE _ WOMEN'S VOTE

FOR AGAINST N FOR AGAINST N

p47 224 49% 243
'75 25 , 52 63 37

72 28 O7 56 44 86
66 34 44 58 42 86
64 36 87 56 44 99

59 41 59 48
. .

52 ,D6

64 36 - 39 60 40 206

67 33 188 47 53 160

50 50 10 54 46 28

62 38 52 ,59 41 114

74 26 27 64 36 64

58 42 36 62 37_

58 117 49 51 102
75 25 .113 56 44 97

57 43_ 103 48 52 185

72 28 172 61 3Y l78
,

72 28 ~ 88 63 37 133

60 40 129 48 52 141

71 29 55 51 49 b6

34". 2,77 367-

'335 475

4 a

*
The reason the Ns vary across variables is because "Refusals," "Don't Know,"
"Didn't Vote" and other such,responses were not included in the tabulations.
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TABLE 2 RegresSion .11naly3is Rights A',1endment

INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES

MALES j

MULTIPLE R BETA
FEMALES

1lULT PLE R BETA

CHURCH ATTENDANCE .035 -.08 .013 -.03
.

AGE _:180 -.22
`^

, .192 .12

MARITAL STATUS .130 :00 .208 .18

WOMAN'S OCCUPATION .187 .05 .223 .07

MAN'S OCCUPATION .232 .20 .252 .14
,

NO. OF CHILDREN .305 -.14 .300 -.17

EDUCATION .306 .02 .354. .26

.

POLITICAL PREFERENCE ** .306 .01 .359 .06

R = .094 R = .129
4

*

.,-

** The cat ftgrvn-this variable was as Eollow: 1 P,---,,epub*11cdH; 2-1.Hde
pendent ;,...-1=- )0 MO C 1-E1 t .

4-.:: T., :--,:. ,.:;-:-.;1
"



TABLE 3 Reasons Given For Voting Against ERA

NEN WOMEN

1.

2.

3.

Traditional divis'on of labor (women in the
as natural order of things

ERA would lead to family breakups

Support traditional sex roles: competition with men,'

is unfeminine, male/femal..e differences should be

121:', 19%

' 1

.

maintained 10 16

ERA would lead to gay marriages, women being drafted,
unisex bathrooms, and other such forms of, moral decay. , 17 8

Women shouldn't take jobs away from men. 5

6. There are jobs women physically can't nr shouldn't do. 14

7. ERA is unnecessary, women-are already equal. 14 9

ERA would make dings harder for women.
,,

12 15

ERA too vague, meaning and implications not clear 9 .20

N 66 142


